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Li, Yang, Lynne A. Holtzclaw, and James T. Russell.Müller cell
Ca21 waves evoked by purinergic receptor agonists in slices of rat
retina.J Neurophysiol85: 986–994, 2001. We have measured agonist
evoked Ca21 waves in Müller cells in situ within freshly isolated
retinal slices. Using an eye cup dye loading procedure we were able
to preferentially fill Müller glial cells in retinal slices with calcium
green. Fluorescence microscopy revealed that bath perfusion of slices
with purinergic agonists elicits Ca21 waves in Müller cells, which
propagate along their processes. These Ca21 signals were insensitive
to tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1.0mM) pretreatment. Cells were readily iden-
tified as Müller cells by their unique morphology and by subsequent
immunocytochemical labeling with glial fibrillary acidic protein an-
tibodies. While cells never exhibited spontaneous Ca21 oscillations,
purinoreceptor agonists, ATP, 2 MeSATP, ADP, 2 MeSADP, and
adenosine readily elicited Ca21 waves. These waves persisted in the
absence of [Ca21]o but were abolished by thapsigargin pretreatment,
suggesting that the purinergic agonists tested act by releasing Ca21

from intracellular Ca21 stores. The rank order of potency of different
purines and pyrimidines for inducing Ca21 signals was 2 MeSATP5
2MeSADP . ADP . ATP .. abmeATP 5 uridine triphosphate
(UTP) . uridine diphosphate (UDP). The Ca21 signals evoked by
ATP, ADP, and 2 MeSATP were inhibited by reactive blue (100mM)
and suramin (200mM), and the adenosine induced signals were
abolished only by 3,7-dimethyl-1-propargylxanthine (200mM) and
not by 1,3-dipropyl-8-(2-amino-4-chlorophenyl)-xanthine) or 8-cy-
clopentyl-1,3-dipropylxanthine at the same concentration. Based on
these pharmacological characteristics and the dose-response relation-
ships for ATP, 2 MeSATP, 2 MeSADP, ADP, and adenosine, we
concluded that Mu¨ller cells express the P1A2 and P2Y1 subtypes of
purinoceptors. Analysis of Ca21 responses showed that, similar to
glial cells in culture, wave propagation occurred by regenerative
amplification at specialized Ca21 release sites (wave amplification
sites), where the rate of Ca21 release was significantly enhanced.
These data suggest that Mu¨ller cells in the retina may participate in
signaling, and this may serve as an extra-neuronal signaling pathway.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Glial cells, like neurons, participate in signaling in the mam-
malian nervous system. Glial cells monitor and respond to
neuronal activity and transmit such activity over long distances
by way of propagating Ca21 waves (Smith 1992). Moreover,
bi-directional glial-neuronal communication has received in-
creasing attention as a potential mode of cell-cell signaling in
the CNS (Dani et al. 1992; Duffy and MacVicar 1995; Grosche

et al. 1999; Mennerick and Zorumski 1994; Nedergaard 1994;
Newman and Zahs 1997; Pasti et al. 1997; Porter and Mc-
Carthy 1996; Wu and Barish 1994). Propagation of Ca21

waves through a network of intercommunicating astrocytic
processes in the CNS could serve as a conduit for extraneuro-
nal, long-distance intercellular communication. The cellular
mechanisms that support the temporal and spatial characteris-
tics of such glial Ca21 waves in situ, however, are not fully
understood. We have recently shown that in glial cells in
culture, Ca21 wave propagation in processes occurs by regen-
erative Ca21 release at specialized release sites or “wave
amplification sites” (Simpson and Russell 1998; Simpson et al.
1997; Yagodin et al. 1994). It remains to be seen whether these
observations in cultured cells reflect glial responses in situ.

Müller cells, the principal glial cells in the retina, provide an
ideal experimental model to study the cell biology of wave
propagation. These cells span almost the entire depth of the
retina from the outer photoreceptor layer to the inner border of
the retina, where they terminate in expanded end-feet adjacent
to the vitreous humor (see review by Newman and Reichen-
bach 1996). Mu¨ller cells have long, relatively linear processes,
which allows for precise analysis of Ca21 wave propagation.
To utilize their unique morphology, we developed a novel dye
loading method in the eyecup, in which Mu¨ller cells are pref-
erentially filled with calcium green. Wave propagation in iden-
tified single Müller cells was recorded using a conventional
wide-angle fluorescence microscope.

The goals of this study were as follows:1) to investigate
whether the cellular mechanism of Ca21 wave propagation in
situ mirrors that described in cultured glial cells,2) to describe
the temporal and spatial characteristics of Ca21 wave propa-
gation within Müller cells in intact retinal slices, and3) to
characterize receptor systems that evoke Ca21 waves in Müller
cells. Although Ca21 waves between Mu¨ller cell end-feet have
been recorded across the vitreal surface of flat-mounted whole
retina (Newman and Zahs 1997), these waves were visualized
by confocal microscopy in different optical sections through
the thickness of the retina. In contrast, we studied wave prop-
agation along single Mu¨ller cell processes to investigate the
underlying cellular mechanisms that support intracellular Ca21

waves. We prepared slices of retina where the Mu¨ller cells
were discretely loaded with the Ca21 indicator dye, calcium
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green, and recorded Ca21 waves through the entire length of
processes in the plane of the microscopic field using fluores-
cence microscopy. We show that Ca21 waves in Müller cells
are elicited by purinergic activation. In addition, like in cul-
tured glial cells, Mu¨ller cell waves propagate by regenerative
Ca21 release at a series of wave amplification sites along the
length of processes.

M E T H O D S

Indicator loading

Müller cells in the adult rat retina were selectively loaded with the
Ca21 indicator dye, calcium green, using an eyecup loading tech-
nique. Retinae were isolated from male Sprague Dawley rats main-
tained under a 12-h light-dark cycle using procedures authorized by
the Animal Use and Care Committee, National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, National Institutes of Health (pro-
tocol number 98-017). Following decapitation, the eye lid and other
connective tissue covering the eye were peeled away, and the eye was
gently rolled out of the socket and transferred to a dish with fresh
artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF; in mM: 117.4 NaCl, 2.0 KCl,
1.4 MgSO4, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.0 KH2PO4, 26.2 NaHCO3, and 11.0 glu-
cose), which was continuously aerated with 95% O2 containing 5%
CO2. The anterior chamber of the eye was opened, and the iris, lens,
and vitreous humor were removed. To make a useful eyecup for
subsequent dye loading, it was essential to cut and trim the tissue
above the ora serrata, since the retina was firmly attached to the
pigment epithelium in only two areas, the optic disk and the ora
serrata. The isolated eyecup was placed in ACSF containing collage-
nase (2 mg/ml) and DNase (0.1 mg/ml) and incubated at 30°C for 15
min to ensure complete removal of the remaining vitreous humor.
This treatment improved dye access to the Mu¨ller cell endfeet
(Coleman and Miller 1989; Gottesman and Miller 1992; Newman and
Zahs 1997). The eyecup was then incubated for 2 h at 30°C in
oxygenated ACSF containing calcium green AM (70mg/ml; Molec-
ular Probes) dissolved in DMSO containing pluronic acid (4.7 mg/
ml). At this stage the retina was intact ensuring that only Mu¨ller cell
end feet were exposed to indicator containing solution. This precau-
tion prevented cells other than Mu¨ller cells such as astrocytes from
taking up the dye. Retinae were then isolated from the eyecup, laid
photoreceptor layer down, and chopped into 100-mm slices using a
McIlwain tissue chopper. Slices were submerged immediately in
oxygenated ACSF and maintained in the dark at room temperature.
Slices were used within 4–5 h after loading.

Solution perfusion and drugs

Dye-loaded retinal slices were transferred to a Leiden cover slip
chamber and secured with specimen grips and a metal weight. Slices
were submerged in ACSF and continuously aerated with 95% O2 in
5% CO2. The volume of the recording chamber was approximately
0.3 ml. Slices were perfused at the rate of 2.5 ml/min. The drugs used
were disodium ATP, tetrodotoxin, 2 MeSATP, 2 MeSADP (RBI),
uridine triphosphate (UTP), phenylephrine, and glutamate and reac-
tive blue (Sigma Chemical), suramin, (Calbiochem), and thapsigargin
(LC Service).

[Ca21] i measurements and data analysis

Calcium green fluorescence was imaged with an inverted micro-
scope on a vertical optical bench using a Nikon340/1.3 NA CF Fluor
DL objective lens. The slice preparation was illuminated with a
mercury arc lamp (Oriel Optics), with quartz collector lenses. A
shutter (Uniblitz), an excitation filter (495 nm), appropriate dichroic

mirror, and a long pass filter (515 nm) were mounted in the light path
such that fluorescence could be imaged through a microchannel plate
intensifier (Model KS-1380, Videoscope International, Washington,
DC) using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Pulnix). Images
were digitized and integrated (2 frames per image) on a Macintosh
computer running Synapse, an image acquisition and analysis pro-
gram (Synergy Research, Silver Spring, MD). The time interval
between images varied depending on the required temporal resolution
and ranged from 2 to 30 images/s. After all the images were acquired,
Müller cells were outlined with a region of interest (ROI) tool, and
fluorescence intensity within the whole cell or sub-regions of cells
was extracted and analyzed. Wave propagation and local Ca21 release
rates were analyzed in consecutive cellular sections as described
previously (Simpson et al. 1997; Yagodin et al. 1994). Images of
Müller cell processes were divided for analysis into 0.8- to 2.0-mm-
wide regions sequentially along the longitudinal axis, and fluores-
cence intensity values in the nonzero pixels within each slice were
averaged (F) and plotted as normalized fluorescence intensities (DF/
F0) against time.

Immunohistochemistry

In some experiments, cells were verified as Mu¨ller cells by immu-
nocytochemistry using antibodies against glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP). Immediately following a recording, retinal slices were fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, and then rinsed in PBS (pH 7.3).
The fixed sections were then permeabilized and blocked in PBS
containing 0.3% Triton X-100, 1% BSA, and 20% normal goat serum
(pH 7.4) for 1 h at room temperature. The sections were then incu-
bated in anti-GFAP antibody (Boehringer Mannheim) for 18 h at 4°C
in the same solution as above, but containing 1% normal goat serum.
Sections were washed extensively in PBS and incubated with a
fluorescence-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody for 90 min and
then washed again. After a brief PBS rinse, the sections were dried
and mounted with Mowiol onto gelatin-coated glass slides. Cells were
imaged using a fluorescence microscope with a digital cooled CCD
camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ).

R E S U L T S

Specific labeling of Mu¨ller cells in retinal slices

Fluorescent indicator dyes were preferentially taken up by
Müller cells by the use of the eyecup loading technique. Mu¨ller
cells were easily distinguished within the tissue by their intense
fluorescence signal and elongated bipolar morphology, which
spanned the entire thickness of the retinal slice (Fig. 1). The
end-feet and the soma appeared intensely fluorescent compared
with the processes (Fig. 1B). To examine cellular morphology
in detail, Müller cells were loaded with calcein using the same
eyecup loading procedure. Calcein-loaded Mu¨ller cell pro-
cesses appeared regular with very fine hairlike branches (Fig.
1A). In some experiments, calcium green–loaded Mu¨ller cells
were identified by subsequent immunohistochemistry using
anti-GFAP antibodies. Figure 1C shows one example where
Müller cells in a retinal slice were labeled immunocytochem-
ically following [Ca21]i measurements and were identified as
GFAP-positive glial cells. Examination under confocal optics
revealed that only Mu¨ller glial cells were loaded with calcium
green as no fluorescence was detected in astrocytes or ganglion
cells (data not shown). Thus all the fluorescence measured in
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our experiments originated from within Mu¨ller cells. Damaged
preparations, where fluorescence was observed within astro-
cytes and neurons (,15% of retinae) were routinely discarded.

Purinergic receptor–mediated [Ca21] i transients
in Müller cells

In the absence of stimulation, Mu¨ller cells in retinal slices
did not show spontaneous [Ca21]i changes. Bath application of

purinergic agonists, however, increased [Ca21]i in all the Mül-
ler cells examined as indicated by the increase in calcium green
fluorescence (Fig. 2). The P2 purinoreceptor agonists, ATP
(100 mM, Fig. 2A), 2-methylthio-ATP (2 MeSATP, 10mM,
Fig. 2B), ADP (10mM, Fig. 2C), and the P1 receptor agonist
adenosine (10mM, Fig. 2D) all elicited [Ca21]i rises. The
pattern of these responses consisted of an initial rapid rise to
peak within 5 to 10 s of agonist application, followed by a slow
decline to a plateau level higher than the prestimulus level of
[Ca21]i (Fig. 2, A–D). Rarely did the fluorescence signal de-
cline to prestimulus levels in the presence of agonist, but on
removal of agonist it promptly returned to resting levels. In
many instances (25 of 44 cells), oscillatory changes in [Ca21]i
were observed when slices were perfused with adenosine (Fig.
2D). Brief (15 s) applications of 2 MeSATP elicited repeated
[Ca21]i transients of reduced amplitude, which remained con-
stant over a number of trials (Fig. 2E). Similar results were
obtained in 35 separate slices (140 cells), and the results are
compiled in Table 1. These purinergic receptor–mediated
[Ca21]i signals were most likely due to direct stimulation of

FIG. 2. Purinergic agonists evoke [Ca21]i increase in Mu¨ller cells in situ.
Retinal slices were placed on the microscope stage in a Leiden coverslip
chamber and were continuously perfused with artificial cerebrospinal fluid
(ACSF). Calcium green fluorescence was imaged in a wide-angle fluorescence
microscope. Slices were perfused with different purinergic agonists as indi-
cated by black bars underneath each trace. Traces show normalized (DF/F0)
fluorescence intensities within the entire cell image plotted against time.A:
ATP, 100mM. B: 2 MeSATP, 10mM. C: ADP, 10mM. D: adenosine, 10mM.
E: repeatable responses to brief (15 s) perfusions with 2 MeSATP.

TABLE 1. Pharmacological characterization of purinergic receptor
in retinal Müller cells in situ

Responding
Cells, % Peak Amplitude (DF/F0) n

ATP 100 14.606 1.10 51
2MeSATP 100 18.306 0.95 71
Adenosine 80 10.166 1.07 44
ADP 97 16.216 1.13 33
abMeATP 41 4.126 0.38 25
UTP 36 4.916 0.94 11
UDP 8 4.426 0.58 3

Values in Peak Amplitude are means6 SE; n is number of cells. UTP,
uridine triphosphate; UDP, uridine diphosphate.

FIG. 1. Identification of dye-loaded cells as Mu¨ller cells. A: image of a
retinal slice loaded with calcein. Dye loading was carried out in the eyecup as
described inMETHODS. Note only Müller cells are loaded.B: typical image of
a calcium green–loaded retinal slice showing brightly fluorescent Mu¨ller cells.
Müller cells were identified by their bipolar morphology, with processes
extending from the end-feet at the internal limiting membrane to the external
limiting membrane. The brightness and contrast settings in the image were
chosen to highlight the Mu¨ller cell processes, which saturated the end-feet and
cell body regions. No fluorescence was observed in astrocytes or ganglion
cells.C: glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)–containing Mu¨ller cells visual-
ized by fluorescence-based immunocytochemistry using specific anti-GFAP
antibodies. This retinal slice was incubated with antibodies following mea-
surement of [Ca21]i signals. Cells loaded with calcium green were also
positive for GFAP. Note that GFAP immunoreactivity does not extend into the
expanded end-feet (C).
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Müller cells as the responses were unaffected by blocking
neuronal stimulation and action potential propagation by pre-
treatment of slices with TTX (1mM, 4 slices).

While all the cells responded to ATP or 2 MeSATP, very
few of the cells responded to norepinephrine or glutamate.
Norepinephrine (500mM)-induced Ca21 responses were ob-
served only in two of six retinal slices, while all cells in the
field of view in the same six slices showed Ca21 rises in
response to ATP (10mM) and 2 MeSATP (1mM). In contrast
to findings in freshly isolated Mu¨ller cells (Keirstead and
Miller 1995, 1997), application of glutamate (up to 1 mM) had
little effect on Müller cells in situ in retinal slices (15 cells in
3 slices).

Müller cell [Ca21] i signals are due to Ca21 release from
cellular stores

To test whether the presence of extracellular Ca21 is re-
quired for purinergic receptor–evoked [Ca21]i signals, we re-
placed normal ACSF with medium containing zero Ca21 and
100 mM EGTA. We found that removal of extracellular Ca21

over short periods of time (up to 10 min of perfusion) did not
significantly alter either the amplitude or the pattern of 2
MeSATP–evoked responses (Fig. 3A). Prolonged incubation
in Ca21-free medium with repeated agonist stimulations, how-
ever, resulted in the loss of response, probably due to complete
depletion of the intracellular Ca21 stores (Fig. 3A).

In another set of experiments, intracellular Ca21 stores
were depleted with thapsigargin, which inhibits thesarcoen-
doplasmic reticulum Ca21 ATPase and thus depletes the en-
doplasmic reticulum Ca21 stores in cells (Thastrup 1990). A
15-min perfusion with thapsigargin (5mM) abolished all
[Ca21]i responses to ATP or 2 MeSATP (Fig. 3B). Taken
together, these results show that the Mu¨ller cell [Ca21]i re-

sponses to ATP and 2 MeSATP are due to Ca21 release from
intracellular stores rather than from an influx of extracellular
Ca21. Newman and Zahs (1997) obtained similar results in
their experiments on retinal whole-mount preparations.

Pharmacology of purinergic receptor–mediated [Ca21] i
signals in Müller cells

Purinergic receptors have been classified into two major types.
P1 adenosine receptors (subtypes A1 and A2) are G-protein–
coupled receptors and act via phospholipase-C (Burnstock et al.
1983; Cusack and Hourani 1982). P2 purinergic receptors have
two subtypes, ionotropic P2X receptors and metabotropic P2Y
receptors, which like P1 receptors act via phospholipase-C. Seven
different subtypes of P2Y receptors have been described based on
the rank order of potency of different nucleotide agonists (see
Burnstock 1997). Since the Mu¨ller cell [Ca21]i responses to ATP,
2 MeSATP, and adenosine were not abolished in the absence of
[Ca21]o, but were abolished by treatment with thapsigargin, we
conclude that these responses are mediated by P2Y and P1 types
of metabotropic purinoceptors.ab-Methylene-ATP (abmeATP,
1 mM), the known agonist for P2X subtype of receptors, produced
small increases in [Ca21]i in ,10% of Müller cells examined.

We systematically tested a number of agonists to determine
the major purinoceptor subtype involved in the evoked [Ca21]i
response in Mu¨ller cells. In these experiments, ATP was ap-
plied at the beginning and the end of each experiment, and only
cells with comparable responses at the beginning and end were
included in the analysis. Agonists were tested from low to high
concentrations with a 15-min wash in between. Dose-response
relationships were constructed for ATP, 2 MeSATP, 2 Me-
SADP (Fig. 4A), and ADP (Fig. 4B). The threshold concen-
trations were 1.0, 0.01, and 0.1mM for ATP, 2 MeSATP, and
ADP, respectively. The EC50 for the different nucleotides were
(in mM), ATP, 7.0 6 0.67; 2 MeSATP, 0.126 0.06; 2
MeSADP, 0.226 0.05; and ADP, 0.936 0.03, showing that
ADP, 2 MeSATP, and 2 MeSADP have 10-fold higher affinity
for the receptor than ATP. These results are in general agree-
ment with other reports (Burnstock et al. 1983; Cusack and
Hourani 1982; Dixon 2000) and support the conclusion that the
Müller cells in rat retina express P2Y purinoceptors and their
stimulation results in a robust [Ca21]i response. Furthermore,
in separate trials, the P2Y antagonists suramin (200mM) and
reactive blue (100mM) both blocked the [Ca21]i responses in
Müller cells evoked by ATP and 2 MeSATP (Fig. 5,A–C).

In addition, we also testedabMeATP, UTP, and uridine
diphosphate (UDP) and found that the P2Y agonists, 2
MeSATP, 2 MeSADP, ADP, and ATP were by far the most
potent and stimulated most Mu¨ller cells (Table 1). Only 36 and
8% of Müller cells responded to the P2 agonists UTP and UDP,

FIG. 3. Dependence of purinoceptor responses on extracellular vs. intracel-
lular Ca21 stores.A: retinal slices were perfused with normal ACSF or
Ca21-free ACSF containing EGTA (100mM) for indicated periods of time
prior to stimulation with 2 MeSATP. Traces show [Ca21]i responses in
representative cells in normal ACSF and following 10-, 20-, and 40-min
perfusion with Ca21-free ACSF.B: slices were treated with thapsigargin (5
mM) for 15 min and then stimulated with 2 MeSATP. Traces show response
to 2 MeSATP before (control) and after thapsigargin treatment.

FIG. 4. Dose-response relationships. Data represent means6
SE of 8 separate measurements. Peak amplitudes (DF/F0) of
evoked fluorescence increases were averaged and plotted against
agonist concentration. ATP (E in A), 2 MeSATP (● in A), 2
MeSADP (ƒ in A). B: concentration response relationship for
ADP. The EC50 for the 3 agonists were (inmM) ATP, 7.06 0.67
(n5 25); 2 MeSATP, 0.126 0.06 (n5 30); 2 MeSADP, 0.226
0.05; and ADP, 0.936 0.03 (n 5 12).
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respectively (Table 1). The rank order of potency for the purine
and pyrimidine nucleotides was 2 MeSATP5 2 MeSADP.
ADP . ATP .. abmeATP 5 UTP . UDP. These results
suggest that P2Y1 subtype of receptors mediate the [Ca21]i
signals evoked by the purinoceptor agonists in Mu¨ller cells.
Adenosine was as potent as 2 MeSATP in eliciting Mu¨ller cell
[Ca21]i responses (Table 1, Figs. 2D and 5D), suggesting that
Müller cells also express P1 purinoceptors. To determine the
adenosine receptor subtype (A1 or A2) involved, in separate
experiments, we tested the selective A1 antagonists 1,3-dipro-
pyl-8-(2-amino-4-chlorophenyl)-xanthine (PAPCX) or 8-cy-
clopentyl-1,3-dipropylxanthine (DPCPX) or the selective A2
antagonist 3,7-dimethyl-1-propargylxanthine (DMPX). Slices
were stimulated with adenosine (10mM) in the presence or
absense of antagonists. We found that while PAPCX and
DPCPX were totally ineffective in antagonizing the adenosine
evoked [Ca21]i responses (5 trials, data not shown), DMPX
(100 mM) completely abolished the responses in 10 separate
trials (Fig. 5D). Taken together, these data suggest that in the
retina, both intercellular communication and intracellular Ca21

waves through the thickness of the retina within Mu¨ller cells
could occur by a purinergic receptor–mediated mechanism.

Ca21 wave propagation in individual Mu¨ller cells

To investigate the spatiotemporal characteristics of the Ca21

signals in Müller cell processes, we acquired images rapidly
(every 100 ms). Movies of image sets showing Ca21 responses
revealed that the signals always initiated in one region of
Müller cells and propagated as waves through the processes.
Figure 6 shows a montage of a series of images showing Ca21

responses in a retinal slice stimulated with 2 MeSATP (10
mM). This representative image sequence shows a Ca21 wave
originating at the end-feet (top of picture) and propagating to
the cell body (bright spots at themiddleof the image) and then
toward the photoreceptor layer at thebottomof the picture. In
addition, bi-directional propagation of waves from a single
initiation site was often observed (see Fig. 8), suggesting that
diffusion of agonist across the slice does not determine the
direction of the wave. Propagation of Ca21 waves from one

Müller cell to others can also be seen in thebottom halfof the
montage. Waves between cells were often observed, and the
direction of propagation of these intercellular waves did not
depend on the direction of fluid flow. We analyzed wave
propagation through the cell body and the thin processes using
digital image processing techniques (see Figs. 7 and 8).

Ca21 wave propagation in situ was analyzed using para-
digms developed in our laboratory to investigate propagation in
cultured glial cells (Fig. 7) (Simpson et al. 1997; Yagodin et al.
1994). Cell images were sectioned into serial slices, and the
average fluorescence intensity over time within each of these
regions was plotted with an offset along theY-axis (Fig. 7B).
The offset plot shows that in this Mu¨ller cell, the very first
Ca21 wave initiated close to the end-foot and another one a
little later near the photoreceptor layer and both waves prop-
agated toward the cell body. To obtain quantitative estimates of
wave speed and local Ca21 release kinetics, the cell was
sectioned into 0.85-mm-thick slices, and fluorescence intensity
data were extracted from each slice. Peak amplitude, rate-of-
rise, as well as the time at which 50% peak was reached were
extracted from each trace and were plotted against cell length
(Fig. 8) (see Simpson et al. 1997; Yagodin et al. 1994 for
methods). For reasons of clarity only data from the end foot to
the cell body region is shown in Fig. 8. This analysis revealed
that the peak amplitude and rate of rise of the Ca21 response
were nonuniform through the cell, with some regions of the
cell showing higher Ca21 release rates than found in surround-
ing regions (arrows). At these sites, the local signal amplitude
was higher (Fig. 8), and the rate of rise of the response was
steeper (not shown). Thus the kinetic profile of these regions
appeared similar to the specializations (wave amplification
sites) previously observed in cultured glial cells (Simpson and
Russell 1996; Yagodin et al. 1994).

A plot of the delay times to 50% peak of the signal against
cell length localizes wave initiation sites in the cell. At these
sites, the wave reaches 50% of maximum amplitude sooner
than the surrounding regions and appears as minima in this plot
(Fig. 8,E). In this cell, the wave initiates at approximately 18
mm from the end-foot (p). Wave speed was calculated from the
slope of the line through the data points (Fig. 8). While the
average wave speed was approximately 18mm/s, waves
slowed and sped up during propagation through different re-
gions of the cell. Wave speed varied between 10 and 40mm/s
along processes. On average, waves took about 4–10 s to travel
from end-feet to the cell body. From the initiation sites, waves
propagated in both directions (see Fig. 8). In most of our
experiments, waves initiated in the end-foot region of Mu¨ller
cells and propagated toward the cell body. Of the 56 separate
cells analyzed, 55% of waves initiated at the end-feet, 39% in
the process region, and only in 5% of cells, waves initiated at
the cell soma.

The peaks in Ca21 release amplitude or the wave speed
observed along Mu¨ller cell processes did not correspond to the
peaks in the fluorescence intensity profile of the process (data
not shown). This observation suggests that irregular process
shape and thus variations in dye volume along processes do not
contribute to the differences in Ca21 release kinetics we mea-
sured. Such differences in fluorescence intensity along pro-
cesses were corrected by theDF/F0 normalization procedure.
Furthermore, transient dynamic changes in shape were never
observed during purinergic stimulation, and plots ofDF/F0 in

FIG. 5. Purinoceptor antagonists block Mu¨ller cell [Ca21]i transients. ATP-
evoked Ca21 transients were completely blocked by the P2 antagonists
suramin (200mM, A) and reactive blue (100mM, B). Similarly, 2 MeSATP
responses were blocked by reactive blue (100mM, C). In D, [Ca21]i transients
evoked by adenosine (10mM) is blocked by 3,7-dimethyl-1-propargylxanthine
(DMPX; 200 mM). Slices were perfused with antagonists for 5 min prior to
agonist application.
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unstimulated processes did not show any peaks. Taken to-
gether, these data indicate that, like in cultured glial cells, Ca21

wave propagation in Mu¨ller cells in situ is achieved through a
series of wave amplification sites where the local Ca21 release
function is specialized.

D I S C U S S I O N

In this study, we analyzed agonist-evoked Ca21 wave prop-
agation within Müller cell processes in slices of adult rat
retinae. Using a novel indicator loading technique, we have
discretely filled Müller cells with calcium green and measured
Ca21 transients evoked by bath-applied agonists. Immunocy-
tochemical identification of cells using anti-GFAP antibodies
clearly showed that the cells loaded with Ca21 indicator were
indeed Müller glial cells (Fig. 1). We found that purinergic
agonists were very potent agents for eliciting Ca21 responses

FIG. 6. Müller cell Ca21 waves are evoked by 2 MeSATP. Mon-
tage of fluorescence images showing a 2 MeSATP–evoked Ca21

wave in a retinal slice. Although ratio images were acquired every 200
ms, images representing specific time intervals were chosen to high-
light wave propagation. Acquisition times are as noted in each panel
where 0.0 s represents time of 2 MeSATP (10mM) addition (arrow).
A Ca21 wave initiates at the end-foot region of one of the Mu¨ller cells
in the field (middle of the field at thetop), which propagates down
toward the cell body and the photoreceptor layer at thebottom.Note
also, waves propagating to other Mu¨ller cells, both at the end-feet
region and the cell bodies. Fluorescence intensity in the 8-bit scale was
rendered in pseudocolor as shown atbottom right.This qualitative
view of wave propagation is better appreciated as a movie; see http://
dir.nichd.nih.gov/Lcmn/RussellLab.

FIG. 7. Analysis of Müller cell Ca21 waves. The data in the figure are from
the same experiment depicted in Fig. 6 (cell in themiddleof the panels). The
agonist-evoked Ca21 wave was analyzed by sectioning the Mu¨ller cell into
2.125-mm-wide (5 pixels) serial slices and measuring average fluorescence
intensities within these regions of interest.A: a drawing of the analyzed cell
and boxes marked within the cell outline indicate sections of the cell at 0, 40,
80, and 120mm from the end-foot.B: normalized fluorescence intensity values
(DF/F0) measured within such regions of interest were plotted with an offset
on the Y-axis against time. Thebottom traceson the figure correspond to
responses from end-feet (0mm) andtop tracesto the apical end of the cell. In
this cell, the very 1st Ca21 wave initiated near the end-foot and apical regions
(p) and propagated toward the cell body. Note also another wave beginning a
little later near the apical end (at;110 mm).

FIG. 8. Identification of specialized Ca21 release sites. Data are from the
same experiment shown in Figs. 6 and 7. For quantitative analysis the cell was
sectioned into much finer 0.85-mm-wide slices. Parameters of local Ca21

release kinetics, peak amplitude (●), and the time to 50% of peak (E) were
extracted from each of the Ca21 traces and were plotted against length of the
cell. For the sake of clarity, only data from the end-foot to a distance of 80mm
into the cell (the cell body) are included in this plot. The amplitude of local
Ca21 release showed discrete peaks at a number of local cellular sites (arrows).
Note also that the 1st wave initiation site (the minimum on the delay at 50%
peak trace marked with an asterisk). Extrapolation (lines drawn through the
points) of the delay at 50% peak provided estimates of wave speed and
revealed that wave speed changes over the length of the cell.
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in Müller cells. These Ca21 responses initiated in specific
regions of the Mu¨ller cell and propagated bi-directionally at
nonuniform rates through cellular processes. There appeared to
be specific cellular locations at which Ca21 release rate and
amplitude were significantly higher suggesting wave amplifi-
cation sites.

Newman and Zahs (1997) have recently shown that in whole
flat mount preparations of rat retina, exogenous addition of
agonists as well as electrical stimulation can evoke Ca21 waves
that propagate between Mu¨ller cell end-feet. In addition, they
showed that these Ca21 waves modulate ganglion cell excit-
ability (Newman and Zahs 1998). We were interested to know
whether these Ca21 waves impinge on signaling within the
retina, specifically, do Ca21 waves travel from the end-feet
through the entire length of Mu¨ller cells to the photoreceptor
layer of the retina. Our present study shows that Ca21 waves
propagate along Mu¨ller cell processes and this propagation
occurs by regenerative Ca21 release at specialized release sites
along the processes. These results suggest that Mu¨ller cells
may indeed act to modulate signaling throughout the thickness
of the retina.

It was important to test whether the Mu¨ller cell Ca21 re-
sponses are a direct consequence of stimulation of purinergic
receptors on Mu¨ller cells or if the waves are due to indirect
stimulation of Müller cells by synaptic release of transmitter
resulting from purinergic stimulation of neural networks. We
provide evidence that the responses are due to direct stimula-
tion of Müller cells. Removal of Ca21 from the bathing me-
dium that blocks vesicular transmitter release (Llinas 1982) did
not abolish the Ca21 waves. Furthermore, blockade of action
potentials with tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1.0mM) did not inhibit the
agonist-evoked Ca21 signals. While it can be argued that under
conditions of extracellular Ca21 removal and TTX blockade,
cellular signaling can occur through generation of graded po-
tentials using surface charge effects; the more direct interpre-
tation of our results is that purinergic agonists act directly on
Müller cells. Finally, a graded dose-response relationship was
obtained with increasing agonist concentrations, which further
suggests that the primary Ca21 response occur in Mu¨ller cells.

The fact that complete removal of Ca21 from the bathing
medium did not abolish Ca21 waves, while depleting intracel-
lular stores of Ca21 did abolish waves, suggests that the ATP-
and adenosine-evoked Mu¨ller cell Ca21 waves were due to
stimulation of metabotropic purinergic receptors, which in-
clude P2Y and P1 subtypes. Previous studies have resulted in
classification of the P2Y purinoceptor subtypes using rank
order of agonist potency (see for reviews Burnstock 1997;
Dixon 2000; North and Barnard 1997). The rank order of
potency in Müller cells in our experiments was 2 MeSATP5
2MeSADP. ADP . ATP .. abmeATP 5 UTP . UDP,
suggesting that Mu¨ller cells in rat retina express P2Y1 subtype
of purinergic receptors. Furthermore, since Ca21 waves were
also evoked by the P1 agonist, adenosine, and these waves
were blocked by DMPX and not by PAPCX or DPCPX, we
conclude that adenosine is acting via stimulation of P1A2
purinergic receptors in Mu¨ller cells. The fact that the P2X-
specific purinergic agonist (abmeATP) failed to elicit [Ca21]i
in Müller cells in thapsigargin-treated and untreated retinal
slices suggests that Mu¨ller cells may not express this subtype
of purinoceptors. This result, however, should be interpreted
with caution, since the P2X receptor channels are known to

undergo fast inactivation, and measurements of membrane
currents by patch-clamp methods are required to verify this
possibility. While retinal neurons have been shown to express
P2X2 purinoceptors (Greenwood et al. 1997; Neal and Cun-
ningham 1994), recent studies have shown that Mu¨ller cells in
adult rat retinae also express P2X purinergic receptors (Neal et
al. 1998).

Ca21 waves evoked by purinergic receptors propagate bidi-
rectionally from initiation sites within Mu¨ller cell processes.
Analysis of Ca21 waves revealed the presence of discrete Ca21

release sites where the magnitude of Ca21 release was signif-
icantly higher than in surrounding regions of the cell. Nonuni-
form distribution of purinergic receptors on Mu¨ller cells pro-
cesses alone could not explain the observation of specialized
release sites, but could contribute to wave initiation. Inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate (InsP3) generated during receptor activa-
tion diffuses extremely rapidly in cytoplasm (D $ 180mm2/s)
(Allbritton et al. 1992), and any gradient in InsP3 levels will be
expected to dissipate rapidly. Wave propagation on the other
hand occurs at rates of up to 40mm/s. In theory, localized
patches of purinergic receptors on Mu¨ller cell processes to-
gether with focal release of agonists could elicit localized wave
initiation. Whether such an arrangement exists in the retina
needs to be investigated. The regenerative nature of wave
propagation that we observed, however, suggests specialized
Ca21 release sites along Mu¨ller cell processes where Ca21

release function is enhanced.
The phenomenon of specialized Ca21 release sites is re-

markably similar to observations in cultured glial cells of the
astrocytic and oligodendrocyte lineages (Simpson et al. 1997;
Yagodin et al. 1994). The specialized Ca21 release sites serve
as wave amplification sites, and mathematical models have
provided evidence that they might behave as partially coupled
cellular oscillators being coupled by the diffusing Ca21 ions
(Li and Rinzel 1994; Roth et al. 1995). We and others have
shown that wave amplification sites are endowed with a num-
ber of structural specializations, including high-density patches
of IP3Rs, sarcoendoplasmic reticulum Ca21 pumps (SERCA),
beadlike concentration of intraluminal calreticulin, and close
apposition with one or more mitochondria (Rizzuto et al. 1998;
Simpson and Russell 1996). Indeed, fluorescence-based immu-
nocytochemistry of IP3Rs in Müller cells in retinal slices
revealed beadlike staining along processes (data not shown).
Thus it is likely that cellular specializations similar to what has
been shown in cultured glial cells (Simpson et al. 1997) may
support the enhanced local Ca21 release observed in Mu¨ller
cells in situ.

We found that a majority of Ca21 waves started at the
end-feet, or at the apical end of Mu¨ller cells and propagated
toward cell bodies. This observation is different from results
obtained in isolated dispersed tiger salamander Mu¨ller cells,
where wave initiation sites were most often observed in the
apical region (Keirstead and Miller 1997). This may be due to
differences in the analysis paradigm, species differences, or
possible damage to cells during the dissociation procedure
(Newman 1993). We observed many sites of wave initiation in
any given cell, where a Ca21 response begins before the arrival
of a wave propagated from other areas of the cell. Multiple
wave initiation may be explained by patchy distribution of
agonist receptors on the cell membrane, the amount of second
messenger formed locally in relation to the internal cell vol-
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ume, high-density local patches of IP3Rs, or a lower threshold
for activation of IP3Rs in local regions of the cell. Without
adequate receptor distribution studies, it is difficult to differ-
entiate these and other possibilities.

There is strong experimental evidence in both the peripheral
and central nervous systems that suggests that ATP released
from synaptic terminals participates in modulation of synaptic
plasticity (Burnstock 1990; Edwards et al. 1992; Illes and
Norenberg 1993; Sawynok et al. 1993). Similarly, ATP re-
leased from glial cells has also been shown to elicit glial Ca21

signals that propagate both within cells and between cells in
vitro (Cotrina et al. 2000; Guthrie et al. 1999). ATP is one of
the several different neurotransmitters present in the retina, and
indirect evidence suggests that ATP could be co-secreted with
acetylcholine in rabbit retina (Neal and Cunningham 1994). It
is not clear what role such purinergic activation of Mu¨ller cells
plays in modulating activity of retinal neural networks. Fur-
thermore, the primary source of ATP release is not clearly
understood. Our results show that ATP is an important signal-
ing molecule in the retinal Mu¨ller cells, while adrenergic and
glutamatergic agonists were much less efficacious. In a recent
study, Newman and Zahs (1997) showed that initiation of Ca21

waves in Müller cells by mechanical stimulation alters excit-
ability of ganglion cells in the vicinity of the wave. This
observation, taken together with studies in other brain regions
(Duffy and MacVicar 1995; Grosche et al. 1999; Porter and
McCarthy 1996), strongly suggests that Ca21-based excitabil-
ity in glial cells may have important implications for excitabil-
ity of neighboring neuronal circuits. Our present study clearly
demonstrates that retinal Mu¨ller cells possess Ca21-based ex-
citability similar to glial cells in other brain regions. In addi-
tion, we show that cellular mechanisms supporting regenera-
tive wave propagation are remarkably similar in Mu¨ller cells in
situ and in cultured glial cells and suggest a role for Mu¨ller
cells in modulating signaling through the retina.

We thank Dr. Laurel Haak for critical reading of the manuscript and Dr.
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